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Mortem et Gloriam Magna
Small Table Variant for .. 28mm figures on a 6'x4'
or 15mm figures on a 4' x 3' table

Introduction
Mortem et Gloriam Magna is a simple adaptation of the main MeG game
keeping all of its features in place to allow 28mm games to be played on a standard
competition table. It creates a game with around 35-50 bases rather than the 70100 bases of the full MeG armies. The variant can be played in 15mm on a 4' x 3'
table.
Games are easily player to completion in under two hours allowing for an easy
evening or three games in a day for competitions.

Adjusting the battlefield
Terrain sizes are reduced by ⅓ in proportion with the reduced table size, and then
rounded down for ease. So when laying terrain for Magna
•
•
•

A compulsory terrain piece must cover a square 4BWx4BW and fit within a
square 6 BW x 6BW.
An optional terrain piece must cover a square 2BW x 2 BW and fit within a
square 5 BW x 5BW.
Opponent's movement of terrain pieces is also reduced by ⅓ to 4BW (rather
than 6 BW).

Adjusting the armies
We can still use the standard Army Builder and the full suite of 580 MeG army lists
for Magna. All we do is adjust as follows:
•
•
•

•
•

Army sizes should be between a minimum of 6000 and a maximum of 8000
points.
Army list minimums and maximums are ⅔ of the numbers in the list rounded
up.
TuG sizes are reduced as follows
o if a maximum 9 elements or more, they can be a 4 or 6 in Magna.
o if pikes and in 8s, they must be a 6 in Magna, otherwise if a maximum
of 6 or 8 elements, they must be a 4 in Magna.
o if a maximum of 4 elements, they be a 2 or 3 in Magna.
o if a maximum of 2 or 3 elements, must be a 2 in Magna.
TuGs with mixed formations with 2 ranks of shooters behind others become 2
ranks deep with the shooting weapon and skill added to the front rank.
Camps are halved in size to be three elements of 60mm frontage x 80mm
depth for 28mm, or 40mm frontage x 40mm depth for 15mm. Or any agreed
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•

variant is fine, as they can simply represent three bases for the purposes of
combat.
SuGs must be 4 elements, costed as normal. Note that as SuGs break on
>1/3, they will break on 1x Skull + 1x Wound.

Ambushed from the forest: Magna smaller 4 base TuGs of Romans are
ambushed by 6s of German barbarians (in the full game these would
generally be 6s and 9s). 15mm figures by Simon "Lurkio" Clarke.

Example armies
So to get you started here are two favourite armies each from Richard and Simon.
Simon's Mid-Republican Roman
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Mustering the Legion: Simon's "old school" Minifigs
25mm Romans forming up outside their camp. His first
25mm army from the mid 1970s.
This army continues to use the special 5s for the legions, and retains a full four
generals and high quality floating Army Commander. Small but you should be able
to put the legions in the right place. Only 1 break point less than Simon's full 15mm
version.
Richard's Mongol Conquest

Genghis at his best with a small but very agile army. Professional generals and few
TuGs to control means they will go wherever they want to quickly. Note this uses the
2019 lists which drops mounted powerbow and makes them all skilled.
Lots of skilled shooters to trouble any average enemy troops and the Khan's Guard
as a powerful combat strike force when the enemy are softened up.
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Mongol Raid: A
raiding party of
Richard's 28mm
Mongols follow the
path of a river looking
for plunder.

Simon's Classical Indians

An old favourite with a full 9 TuGs even in the Magna version. Note the foot now
being 2 deep with shooting added to the front ranks as per the adaptations above.
The full 8 elephants. Looks great in 28mm!
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The power of the Indians: War elephants and Indian bowmen. 28mm figures
courtesy of Damian at Ancient & Modern Army Supplies.

Richard's Southern Song Chinese

Richard stays eastern with his Song Chinese. A full 10 TuGs with anti-cavalry troops
mixed into the crossbow TuGs. Lots of command & control and some fine cavalry.

Adjusting deployment
We make the following adjustment to how troops are deployed on the table top.
•
•

Legal formation outside of combat for all UGs with more than one element is
at least two elements wide.
With the exception of Pikes, which can be 3 deep, all TuGs and SuGs may
not be more than 2 deep. [note: there may be exceptions added to the lists
over time].
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•

Deployment zones remain 6BW from centre of table so troops are pushed
further back than usual given the tables are smaller. Non-skirmishers cannot
deploy within 5BW of table edge (except secure flank) so we have a slightly
more compressed centre.

Phalanx pressing forward: Seleucid' phalangites courtesy of Damian at
Ancient & Modern Army Supplies.

Adjusting the playing rules
There are very few adjustments needed to the playing rules:
•

•

SuGs shoot as TuGs in terms of depth (i.e. shoot full effect in 2 ranks, one
colour less in 1 rank). This also applies to flexibles troops in skirmish
formation.
Pike combat factors that are normally claimable in 4 ranks are now claimable
to 3 ranks. Or put another way, they are long spear +1 if in 3 ranks.

How it will feel.
In short a faster moving game still retaining all the good features of MeG.
A full 15mm game is fought on a table 45 BW x 30 BW, whereas Magna is fought on
a table that is 30 BW x 20 BW. As we deploy 6BW from the centre in both cases
there are 9BW behind that line in a normal game and only 4BW in Magna - so less
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space to sit back and less room for skirmishers to run away. Options to sit back are
fewer still in Magna.
Keeping the 5BW space for skirmishers means that we have 1/3rd of the frontage
reserved for them compare to about 20% in a main game. This creates competing
space for the skirmish armies to work flanks in Magna.
Although you might get fewer shots in Magna, as most target TuGs are only 2 deep,
and many TuGs are in 4s shooting can be more effective both in its slowing effects
and in causing damage sufficient to break an enemy. We have found this creates its
own nice balance between shooting and fighting.
Armies tend to have a similar number of TuGs to the main armies of 10,000 to
11,000 points due to the reduced UG sizes. So your command and control will feel
very similar to the main game.

Leonidas hold position: Simon's 28mm Spartiate hoplites defend the
pass from the invading Persians.

With the reduced TuG sizes, more limited space to sit back, and the open flanks
battles tend to be quicker. There are no resilient TuGs of 8 or 9 to hold positions.
The effect of KaB tests can be very serious as there are a larger number of smaller
UGs to test. And finally it is very risky to lose ones camp in Magna - a KaB on every
UG can cause havoc when they are small and many!
Overall you will find a fast moving game with all the great features of the main game.
As a team we are particularly delighted to have found a variant that will allow our
lovely 28mm figure collections to take to the table. Have Fun. We have.

Richard Jeffrey-Cook & Simon Hall
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